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Contact your local distributor for top-quality PIG® Absorbents.

Absorbents

New Pig Corporation is an internationally
respected manufacturer of top-quality products
for managing industrial liquids and cleaning up
leaks and spills. In 1985, New Pig revolutionised
industrial cleanup and launched the absorbent
industry with the invention of the PIG Original Absorbent Sock.

The area of the warehouse where we first tested our prototypes
was an oily mess. Our absorbent socks lying in pools of dirty oil
were called “pigs” because they looked like they were wallowing in
it. When it was time to trademark our new absorbent, we weren’t
sure that “pig” would be the best name for it. But our customers
loved the name, so we kept it. Co-founder Ben Stapelfeld chose
“Pig Corporation” as the company name but discovered that it had
already been registered by a Pennsylvania farmer. Undaunted, Ben
simply added the word “new” at the beginning to create “New Pig
Corporation.”

Ongoing Innovation
Today, we remain committed to innovation and the constant search
for new solutions to our customers’ problems. Our product engineers
design, develop and thoroughly test every new solution to make sure
it will work flawlessly in your facility. Thanks to their hard work and
dedication, our products have won numerous awards for their superior
innovation and performance.

Spill Control
Take control of spills with
award-winning PIG products!

Technical Expertise
New Pig’s knowledge and technical expertise go beyond the products
we sell. We understand best management practices, environmental
concerns and the challenges that industrial facilities face every day.
More than just a manufacturer of goods, we’re here to help keep
India’s workplaces clean and safe.
Established Credibility

Spill Control

Why the Pig name?

Absorbents

New Pig is the world leader
in leak and spill products.

PIG Absorbents really perform — that’s
why they’re #1 worldwide!

As the #1 brand of absorbents in the world, only the highest quality products are manufactured and
shipped from our warehouses.

As the founders of the contained absorbent industry, nobody has
been in the business longer. For nearly 27 years, New Pig has been
regarded as the world leader in leak and spill management. That’s
why PIG products are valued by over 200,000 customers in more
than 70 countries.

Maintenance

Our management systems are ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 certified,
ensuring consistent quality in the products we make and environmental
responsibility in the way that we make them.

Material Handling
Easier ways to store, dispense, handle
and transport liquids.

CERT-0045819

Material Handling & Safety

CERT-0039280

Maintenance

ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 Certifications
mean you can expect only the best.

To learn more:
Email: india_inquiry@newpig.com
Web: newpig.in

Save space, reduce waste and make
your facility shine with these proven
timesavers.

Containment

Product development is ongoing at our
headquarters in Tipton, Pennsylvania, USA.

Containment

Store dangerous liquids on
quality PIG® Pallets and Decks.

New Pig Corporation

These cleanup methods look bad and don’t work.

Professional Way

Keeping India’s Workplaces Clean and Safe

PIG products help create a professional plant.

INFERIOR WAY

PROFESSIONAL WAY

RAGS

CLAY

MOPPING

OVERSPRAY LEAKS

SPILLS

• Poor absorbency and inefficient on large
leaks and spills

• Doesn’t absorb anything at all and just
coats itself in oil

• Mop heads are not absorbent enough for
large leaks and spills

PIG Mat Pads and Rolls are the easy solution
for controlling drips and overspray.

PIG Socks are the professional solution for
absorbing machine leaks.

PIG Pillows, Mats and Socks quickly contain
and soak up spills.

• Absorbed liquids leak out and create a
bigger mess

• Sticks to workers’ feet and gets tracked all
around your plant

• Just lay them down, let them do their work,
and pick them back up

• Mouldable design is ideal for lining
machine bases

• Surround the spill with PIG Socks to prevent
liquids from spreading

• Rags can’t prevent leaking liquids
from spreading

• Gets inside machinery and equipment
causing costly damage

• Liquids get pushed around the floor or
they’re wrung into a bucket and soaked
up again

• Absorbs overspray to keep floors dry
and safe

• Leaks are captured and contained before
they can spread

• Place PIG Pillows on large spills to pull in
high volumes of liquid

• Much easier to clean up than rags, clay
and mopping

• Much easier to clean up than rags, clay
and mopping

• Use PIG Mat for cleaning up smaller spills
and to dry floors during final cleanup

• Choose Universal for oils, coolants, solvents
and water; Oil-Only version for oil but
not water; HazMat for acids, caustics or
unknown liquids

• Choose Universal for oils, coolants, solvents
and water; Oil-Only version for oil but
not water; HazMat for acids, caustics or
unknown liquids

• Choose Universal for oils, coolants, solvents
and water; Oil-Only version for oil but
not water; HazMat for acids, caustics or
unknown liquids

PIG Universal Mat Pad
MAT2500
(See page 9)

PIG Blue Absorbent Socks
4048
(See page 17)

PIG HazMat
at Pillow
PIL306
(See page 37)

• Mopping leaves floors wet and slippery

• Clay is heavy to lift and requires sweeping
and shovelling to clean

There’s a better way — see
PIG products on the next page!

PIG products are the professional
way — see the next page!

See PIG products on the next
page for a better solution!

Absorbents

Absorbents

Inferior Way

New Pig Corporation

Choose your absorbents based on the

Universal
Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water

PIG Universal Absorbents

types of liquids you’re working with.
PIG Universal Absorbents

MAT3250
MAT2501

Ideal for soaking up oils, coolants, solvents and
water. Some common examples of these liquids
include:
• Hydraulic oil

• Acetone

• Vegetable oil

• Toluene

• Even soaks up petroleum, antifreeze and motor oil in vehicle
repair areas

• Petroleum

• Xylene

• Kerosene

• MEK

• See opposite page for types of liquids absorbed

• Antifreeze

• Use all around your facility for general maintenance and
everyday cleanups

Absorbents

Keeping India’s Workplaces Clean and Safe

Absorbents

Absorbents

Absorbents

MAT2502

MAT284

(methyl ethyl ketone)

• Propylene glycol
4048
PIG210

See pages 8–19, 22–25.

Oil-Only
Absorbs oil, but not water

PIG Oil-Only Absorbents
• Use outdoors to clean up spilled oil while repelling
rainwater
• Use indoors where floors are frequently
hosed down
• Even floats to clean up waterborne spills

PIL201

404

PIG Oil-Only Absorbents

MAT4501

Ideal for soaking up oils and oil-based liquids but
not water. Some common examples of these liquids
include:
MAT484

MAT4502

• Motor oil
• Hydraulic oil
• Petroleum
• Diesel fuel
• Kerosene

• See opposite page for types of liquids absorbed

MAT442

BOM405

MAT414

See pages 26–31, 34–37.

HAZMAT
Absorbs most acids and bases

PIG HazMat Absorbents
• Ideal for labs or industrial applications where corrosive
liquids are stored or processed
• Use as a precaution when you’re not sure what liquid has
spilled
• See opposite page for types of liquids absorbed

PIG HazMat Absorbents
MAT309

Ideal for soaking up acids, caustics and
unknown liquids. Some common examples of
these liquids include:
• 98% Sulfuric acid

• Hydroﬂuoric acid

• 30% Sodium
hydroxide

• Hydrogen
peroxide

• Hydrochloric acid

• Ammonium
hydroxide

• Potassium
hydroxide
• Phosphoric acid

MAT354
MAT342

HR7015

See pages 38–45.
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Top-quality products for a professional workplace

Email: india_inquiry@newpig.com • Web: newpig.in

MAT302

124CR
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Universal

Universal

Keeping India’s Workplaces Clean and Safe

Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water

Absorbents

Absorbents

Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water

Control machine overspray and keep work areas
clean and professional with PIG Mat.
• Best-selling PIG Mat is trusted by top professional
plants worldwide

The Technology Inside

Universal Mat

• Completely absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water
• Traps absorbed liquid so it won’t leak out when you pick up the mat
• Use pads for smaller areas; use rolls to cover floors beside machinery

Unique construction bonds
a high-loft centre between
two layers of lint-free fabric.

• Dispenser Box (MAT251 and MAT2500) keeps mat dry and ready to use

Primary use:
Heavy-duty
applications
Primary benefit:
Lasts longer to reduce
replacement costs

UNPROFESSIONAL WAY
Rags can’t stop liquids
from spreading.

MAT2501

MAT251
MAT2502

PIG® Universal Mats
Item#

Weight

Quantity/Unit

Size

Absorbs Up To/Package

200 pads/bag

38cm W x 48cm L

Absorbs up to 106.4L/bag

1 roll/bag

76cm W x 45.7m L

Absorbs up to 188.5L/bag

100 pads/dispenser
100 pads/box

25cm W x 33cm L
38cm W x 48cm L

Abs. up to 37.8L/dispenser
Absorbs up to 99.5L/box

PIG® Universal Mat Pads
MAT2501

PROFESSIONAL WAY
PIG® Mat absorbs and controls liquid to help
you maintain a professional appearance!

MAT2502

Lightweight

PIG® Universal Mat Roll
MAT2501

Heavyweight

PIG® Universal Mat in a Dispenser Box
MAT251
MAT2500

Heavyweight
Heavyweight

Universal Handy Pads

Email: india_inquiry@newpig.com • Web: newpig.in
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Universal

New Pig Corporation

SOAK UP SPILLS!

Introducing PIG Grippy Mat.

The revolutionary absorbent mat that stays put no matter what ® .

ABSORB OVERSPRAY!

• Fold it in half to line machine bases to
catch oily leaks
• Use it to wipe up drips or for other
cleaning tasks

WIPE UP MESSES!

CATCH LEAKS!

• Specially formulated, full-coverage adhesive backing holds tight but
leaves no residue

DURABLE TOP.
ADHESIVE BOTTOM.

• Roll out a longer length to absorb
messy overspray

• Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water

Absorbents

Absorbents

Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water

4 in 1 Mat works four different ways to control liquid
messes all around your plant.
• Tear off a pad to soak up spills easier than
rags, clay or mops

Universal

Keeping India’s Workplaces Clean and Safe

Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water

• PIG Grippy Mat outperforms inferior solutions like tape, weights and
trays to keep absorbent mats in place
• Peels up easily for quick changeouts; reduces cleanup time for a more
productive facility
• Eight layers of fine-fibre polypropylene absorb leaks, drips and
overspray of oils, coolants, solvents and water

Our specially formulated
Grippy® adhesive
backing holds tight
but peels up easily.

Absorbs liquids!

• No curling or bunching; Grippy Mat lies flat
to reduce trip hazards

Reduces slips
& trips!

Won’t bunch up!

MAT3200
61cm x 40.6cm
Pack of 10

PIG® 4 in 1® Universal Absorbent Mat in Dispenser Box
MAT284

1 roll/dispenser box

41cm W x 24.4m L

Absorbs up to 34.8L/box
Patent 5,888,604 and 5,597,418

Tear Rip-&-Fit Mat to fit any space to control liquids and
create a professional appearance.

MAT3250
81.3cm x 15.2m
Grippy® Mat is tested and certified by the National Floor Safety Institute (NFSI) as a
high-traction surface, which can reduce slip and fall claims by as much as 90%
when used as part of a Floor Safety Program.

• Multiple perforations let you create a
custom size for any application

PIG® Grippy® Absorbent Mat

• Completely absorbs drips and overspray
of oils, coolants, solvents and water

MAT3200

Mediumweight

10 pads/bag

41cm W x 61cm L

Absorbs up to 3.8L/bag

MAT3250

Mediumweight

1 roll

81cm W x 15.2m L

Absorbs up to 19.9L/roll

MAT32100

Mediumweight

1 roll

81cm W x 30.5m L

Absorbs up to 39.7L/roll

• Traps absorbed liquid so it won’t leak out
when you pick up the mat

UNPROFESSIONAL WAY
Rags look bad and don’t
absorb much liquid.

Patent Pending
Please note: All adhesives have some potential to lift finish coatings, paint, and loose or pre-damaged tiles depending on the condition and age of the floor surface. PIG Grippy® Absorbent Mat® and PIG Grippy® Traffic Mat® are formulated to
®
®
®
®
work with most common industrial floor surfaces (and may not be suitable for home/residential use and wood flooring), but if you have questions about the suitability of Grippy Absorbent Mat or Grippy Traffic Mat for your application, test a
15cm x 15cm piece in a noncritical area before use. PIG Grippy® Absorbent Mat® and PIG Grippy® Traffic Mat® are designed so that the bond to the floor strengthens for a period of time after installation. This ensures the mat will stay in place
and help prevent trips and falls better than rental mats that curl, bunch, and slide out of position. We recommend changing the mat no later than 12 weeks after installation to ensure easy removal from floor finishes and tiles.

Grippy Traffic Mat Rug won’t budge — even under forklift traffic!
• Stays put under forklift traffic and equipment driveovers
• Grippy® backing keeps rug in place without bunching
or sliding

PROFESSIONAL WAY

• Catches leaks and drips to reduce slip and trip hazards

Rip-&-Fit® Mat can be customised to fit
tight spaces and irregular footprints.

PIG® Grippy® Traffic Mat® Rug

Rip-&-Fit Universal Mat Roll in Dispenser Box
®

MAT242
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Heavyweight

1 roll/dispenser box

38cm W x 18.3m L

MAT3223 Heavyweight
Absorbs up to 29.5L/box

Top-quality products for a professional workplace

1 roll

91cm W x 30.5m L

Abs. up to 43.5L/roll
Patent Pending

Email: india_inquiry@newpig.com • Web: newpig.in
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Absorbents

Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water

Absorbents

Here’s what the professionals who
use PIG products are saying!

Universal

Keeping India’s Workplaces Clean and Safe

UNPROFESSIONAL WAY
Oily rags piled on drum tops just make the
mess worse.

“I have been using PIG Products for 10 years now and have
not found any other products that can outperform the PIG
Absorbent Pads and Mats.”
– Chemical Safety Lab Supervisor

“PIG Mat is great stuff. It will clean up anything you
spill and it’s 10 times easier to use than clay or rags.
I would say it works better than anything else
I have ever used.”

– Automotive Technician
Precut holes
for pump and
fill gauge.

“…we rely on your product to help us clean up
close to 20–25 moderate to large size spills a year,
and their performance gives us a high degree of
conﬁdence.”

– Safety Department Manager

PROFESSIONAL WAY

“It’s a great product that does what it is supposed
to do without making more of a mess for you to
clean up.”

PIG Barrel Top Mat hides drips and fits perfectly
for a clean, professional appearance.

– Automotive Shop Manager

PIG Barrel Top Mat fits right on your drum top to
absorb drips for a professional appearance.
• Fits perfectly on 210-litre drums

• Absorbed liquid won’t leak out when you pick up the mat

• Precut holes for 3⁄4" and 2" bungs accept drum accessories

• PIG Barrel Top Mat is packaged in a wall-mount dispenser so you
can hang it anywhere

• Completely absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water

PIG Mat is the professional way to clean up oily
messes — better than rags, clay and mopping!

PIG® Universal 210L Barrel Top Mat
MAT208

Heavyweight

For steel drums

25/box

Email: india_inquiry@newpig.com • Web: newpig.in

56cm Dia.

Absorbs up to 26L/box
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Universal

Universal

New Pig Corporation

Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water

Absorbents

Absorbents

Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water

Walk on PIG Elephant Mat without wearing it out
while you control liquids in aisles and walkways.
• Extra stitching on top layer withstands heavy
foot traffic
• Completely absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water
• Keeps aisles and walkways clean to maintain a safe
walking surface
• Absorbed liquids won’t leak out when you pick up mat

UNPROFESSIONAL WAY
PIG Elephant Mat Rolls
®

MAT234

1 roll/bag

84cm W x 45.7m L

Clay sticks to forklift wheels and
gets tracked around your plant.

Absorbs up to 87L/box

Durable PIG Elephant Mat resists even the
heaviest foot traffic.

PROFESSIONAL WAY
Traffic Mat Rug withstands heavy forklift traffic
and it absorbs liquids to keep your floors dry!

Take control of liquids in forklift
areas with our super-durable
PIG Traffic Mat Rug.

UNPROFESSIONAL WAY
Mopping up oily messes leaves
floors wet and slippery.

• Heat fused and needle punched for ultimate durability; can be walked or driven
on repeatedly

PROFESSIONAL WAY

• Completely absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water
• Optional poly backing provides better traction and more liquid control

PIG Elephant Mat provides excellent traction
while absorbing drips and overspray.

PIG® Traffic Mat® Rug
MAT218

14

91cm W x 91.4m L

Absorbs up to 147.6L/bag

MAT218

PIG Traffic Mat Poly-Back Rug
®

Zigzag stitching provides
extra durability.

1 roll/bag

MAT223

®

1 roll/bag

91cm W x 30.5m L

Absorbs up to 49.2L/bag

Email: india_inquiry@newpig.com • Web: newpig.in

MAT223
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Universal

New Pig Corporation

Absorbents

Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water

Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water

Absorbents

Universal

Inferior cleanup methods are not effective.
Rags are not absorbent
enough to control leaks.
• Absorbed liquids leak out and create a bigger mess
• Rags leave gaps around machine bases, allowing leaks to
reach the floor
• Oily rags look dirty and unprofessional

UNPROFESSIONAL WAY
Rags can’t handle much liquid and
they look unprofessional.

INFERIOR WAY

Use PIG Socks instead — see
opposite page!

Clay doesn’t absorb and
can’t contain leaks.
• Sticks to workers’ feet and gets tracked all around
your plant

PROFESSIONAL WAY

• Gets inside machinery and equipment causing
costly damage

PIG Socks are highly absorbent, easy to
handle and create a neat appearance.

• Clay is heavy to lift and requires sweeping and shovelling
to clean up

INFERIOR WAY

Use PIG Socks instead — see
opposite page!

Mopping spreads the mess
around instead of absorbing it.
• Mop heads are not absorbent enough to handle
large leaks

Wrap PIG Socks around machine
bases to absorb and control leaks
before they spread.
• Contained absorbent makes cleanup quick and easy
• Use PIG Original Socks for everyday leaks; PIG Blue Socks for diking and
damming; PIG Super Socks for maximum absorbency

• Liquids get pushed around or they’re wrung into a bucket
and soaked up again
• Mopping leaves floors wet and slippery

PIG210

• Mouldable socks hug corners and machine bases to stop liquids
from spreading

4048

404

PIG® Original Absorbent Socks
404

40/box

8cm Dia. x 107cm L

Absorbs up to 75.7L/box

8cm Dia. x 122cm L

Absorbs up to 113.6L/box

8.25cm Dia. x 107cm L

Absorbs up to 90.9L/box

PIG® Blue Absorbent Socks

INFERIOR WAY
16

Use PIG Socks instead — see
opposite page!

4048

PIG® Super Absorbent Socks
PIG210

Top-quality products for a professional workplace

40/box

24/box

Email: india_inquiry@newpig.com • Web: newpig.in
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New Pig Corporation

Absorbents

Keeping India’s Workplaces Clean and Safe

Place high-capacity PIG Pillows underneath persistent drips
or onto deep spills for fast cleanup.

UNPROFESSIONAL WAY
Clay just makes the mess bigger,
and coffee cans tip over if you
kick them.

• Tough polypropylene cover resists tears
and ruptures
• Pillows have large surface area, high
capacity and fast-wicking filler to quickly
soak up liquids
• Completely absorbs oils, coolants, solvents
and water
• Traps absorbed liquid so it won’t leak out
when you pick up pillows
• Ideal for steady leaks or spill response

PROFESSIONAL WAY
PIG Pans catch drips and trap them inside so
they won’t spill if you bump or kick them.

Sturdy PIG Pans absorb and contain
drips in dispensing areas.
• Wide-based pans catch drips from
dispensing drums

• Each PIG Pan absorbs 2.8 litres of oils,
coolants, solvents and water

• Sturdier than cans or other unstable
containers

• Low-profile pan requires only 8 cm
clearance to fit tight spaces

• Highly absorbent filler traps liquids so it
won’t spill if you accidentally bump or
kick it

How PIG Pans work:

PIG Pans are packed with a highly absorbent,
recycled loose filler that holds up to 2.8L
of liquid!

PIG® Pans
2410PP-01

12 pans/box

27cm W x 27cm L x 8cm H

Absorbs 34L/box

PIG Heavy Fluids Mat picks up the thick liquids that rags can’t handle.
• Air pockets absorb the thickest liquid with
only slight pressure

PIG® Pillows
PIL204

Small

40 pillows/box

25cm W x 25cm L x 5cm H

Absorbs 75.7L/box

PIL201

Large

16 pillows/box

43cm W x 53cm L x 5cm H

Absorbs 121.1L/bag

Lite-Dri Absorbent pulls in three
times more liquid than clay.

PIG Dri Absorbent spreads like clay
but makes no harmful dust.

• 100% recycled cellulose
begins to absorb the
moment it touches
oils, coolants, solvents
or water

• Silica-free absorbent can
be used without the
health hazards associated
with clay
• Cellulose-based kaolin
granules are easy to
spread like clay, but
without the health risks
to your workers

• Non-abrasive material
won’t scratch floors or
damage expensive
machinery
• Lightweight material is
three times more
absorbent than clay

• Absorbs liquids right to
the core, unlike clay
pellets which simply
become coated

• Can also be used to filter metal chips and
other debris from liquids

• Twice as absorbent
as clay

• Traps up to 3.64 litres of liquids like
paint, glue, resins, liquid chocolate, syrup
and varnish

PIG® Heavy Fluids Mat
MAT209 50/bag

18

46cm W x 56cm L

Absorbs up to 181.7L/bag

Top-quality products for a professional workplace

PIG® Lite-Dri® Universal Absorbent

PIG® Dri Loose Absorbent

PLP201

PLP213-1

10kg bag

Absorbs 30.3L/bag

Email: india_inquiry@newpig.com • Web: newpig.in

1 (18)kg bag

Absorbs 18.9L/bag
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Absorbents

Absorbents

DID YOU KNOW?

85%
OF SPILLS HAPPEN IN:

Follow these 7 steps for effective,
professional spill response.
Material Safety Data Sheet
Revised Date: 02/01/2007

PIG® Response Stik (MSD-046)
1. Product And Company Identification

5. Fire Fighting Measures

Product Identifier: PIG® Response Stik

Flash Point: 550° F (290° C) for melted product

General Use: PIG® Response Stik is used as an emergency
patch to seal low pressure leaks for a variety
of materials.

Auto-ignition Temperature: Not established

Product Description: A gray, wax-like tubular cylinder
(crayon like).
COMPANY PROFILE:
New Pig Corporation
One Pork Avenue
Tipton, PA 16684-0304
Information Number
1-800-468-4647

EMERGENCY TELEPHONE:
INFOTRAC
200 North Palmetto Street
Leesburg, FL 34748
24 hrs, 7 days/week
1-800-535-5053

Method: TOC
Flammable Limits: Not determined
Conditions of Flammability: Not established
Flammability Classification: IIIB for melted product
Explosive Properties: Not applicable
Extinguishing Media: Water spray, foam, carbon dioxide, dry
chemicals.

1

Safety is your top
priority. So when
a spill happens,
first assess the
risk as it relates to
human health, the
environment and your physical property.
Special Fire Fighting Procedures: Not applicable

Hazardous Combustion Products: Not established
Unusual Hazards: None

2. Composition/Information on Ingredients
Components
Wax
Vegetable based
drying oil
Inert fillers

wt. %
Trade secret

Trade secret
Trade secret

6. Accidental Release Measures

Spill or Leak Procedures: Sweep or scrape up material and
place into a plastic or metal disposal container. Not a listed
hazardous waste.

(Product considered non-hazardous)

7. Handling and Storage

Handling and Storage Precautions: None

3. Hazards Identification

1. Drum storage
areas

POTENTIAL HEALTH EFFECTS:

Eye Contact: No hazard in normal use of product.
Ingestion: Large amounts may cause nausea.
Inhalation: Not applicable

Skin Contact: No hazard in normal use of product.
Chronic: Not applicable

3. Anywhere
forklifts operate

Storage Pressure: Not applicable

Shelf Life: ~ 2 years, in original sealed package.

General: Store in a cool, dry place. The container can be
hazardous when empty. Follow label cautions even after the
container is empty. Do not re-use empty containers for food,
clothing or products for human or animal consumption, or
where skin contact can occur.

8. Exposure Controls/Personal Protection

4. First Aid Measures

Engineering Controls: Normal room ventilation
PERSONAL PROTECTION
Eyes: Safety glasses with side shields is a good
industrial practice

Inhalation: Not applicable

Skin Contact: Wash with soap and water. Consult a
physician if allergic reaction occurs.

Respirator: Not applicable

Gloves: Not normally required. However, when handling bulk,
use of cloth, canvas or leather gloves is a good industrial practice.
Other: Wash after handling and before eating, drinking,
or smoking.

In North America Phone:

2. Loading docks

Storage Temperature: Room temperature

Eye Contact: Flush with water for 15 minutes.
Ingestion: Consult physician.

®
1-800-HOT-HOGS
www.newpig.com

In Europe Phone:

+31 76 596 92 50
In UK freephone:

0800 919 900

New Pig

O n e Po r k Av e n u e • T i p t o n , PA 1 6 6 8 4 - 0 3 0 4

PIG® is a registered trademark of New Pig
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Assess
the risk

Made in the U.S.A.

Identify the spilled material either from
the container’s label or from the Material
Safety Data Sheet (MSDS).

2 Select PPE

Using the right
Personal Protective
Equipment
(PPE) is critical to your
safety and should
cover every part of
your body: suits, face
protection, gloves and boots.
The following information will help you
choose the appropriate PPE: MSDS,
chemical manufacturer’s literature and PPE
manufacturer’s instructions.

Once you have
the spill confined,
locate and stop the
source by one of
the following three
methods: turning
the container
upright, closing the valve or plugging
the leak in the damaged container.

When spills happen, there’s no time to
search for the proper supplies to clean
them up. Every second that’s wasted
during your response allows the spill
to spread across your plant floor, where
it can enter drains and harm
the environment.

Professional plants keep PIG Spill Kits
on hand so they are prepared to act
quickly when a spill occurs. PIG Spill
Kits contain the right combination of
absorbents and are packed in the order
that you’ll need them.

For step-by-step instructions on effective
spill response, please refer to our helpful
guide on the opposite page.

Tamperproof seals protect
each kit from pilferage.
PIG All-Purpose Wipers for
cleaning up smaller spills.

Determine the best
course of action
for cleanup. Use
PIG Pillows and
PIG Mat Pads to
absorb smaller spills or to clean up the
rest of a larger spill. You can also pump
out large quantities of contained liquid.
Once the absorbents are fully saturated,
they should be disposed of properly.

6 Decontaminate

After the cleanup
operation is finished,
it is important to
decontaminate your
site, your equipment
and the personnel
involved.

Keeping the spill from
reaching a water
source, minimising
the spill area and
protecting drains are
the top priorities.
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PIG Spill Kits are packed with high-quality
products for fast response.

&
clean up
5 Evaluate

3 Confine
the spill

Use PIG Socks and Booms to surround
spills. Always use the most appropriate
absorbent for the liquid involved to ensure
effective response.

Stop the
source

Spill Control

Keeping India’s Workplaces Clean and Safe

7

Complete any
reports

Large label for
easy identification.

UV InnerShield System
protects absorbents from
UV degradation and organises
contents for quick response.

As soon as possible after the spill,
complete all notifications and reporting
required for spill incidents.

Top-quality products for a professional workplace

Email: india_inquiry@newpig.com • Web: newpig.in

KIT202-999
PIG 360-Litre
Spill Kit shown
on page 25.
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Spill Control
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Universal
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Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water

Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water

Spill Control

Spill Control

Universal

This highly visible PIG Spill Kit can go anywhere you can!
• Packed with PIG Absorbents for controlling spills up to 34.1 litres
• Hand strap allows you to carry kit or to hang it on a wall
• Compact size is easy to
store and transport
• Bright yellow bag stands
out so you can find it
when you need it

UNPROFESSIONAL WAY
Clay is hard to clean up and doesn’t
really absorb any liquid.

Water-resistant bag with hook-and-loop
closure keeps contents clean and dry.

PIG® Spill Kit in High-Visibility Bag
KIT220

Absorbs up to 34.1L 45.7cm W x 76.2cm L

4 - 122cm PIG® Blue Absorbent Socks • 28 - PIG® Universal Mat Pads
5 - Disposal bags & ties

Respond to small spills then ship the used absorbents
in the overpack.
• Packed with PIG Absorbents for controlling spills up to 45.4 litres
• Overpack is X-rated for Packing Groups I, II and III, so it’s certified for
shipping waste by land, sea or rail after cleanup is finished
• Half-turn, leakproof lid is notched so you can easily remove or tighten
it with a pole

PROFESSIONAL WAY
PIG Absorbents are highly absorbent and easy to use.
Just put them down, let them work and pick them up!

PIG® Spill Kit in a 76L Overpack Drum
KIT211

Absorbs up to 45.4L

48cm H

4 - 122cm PIG® Blue Absorbent Socks • 1 - 3m PIG® Blue Absorbent Sock • 15 - PIG®
Universal Mat Pads • 2 - PIG® Pillows • 5 - Disposal bags & ties • 6 - Tamperproof labels

Email: india_inquiry@newpig.com • Web: newpig.in
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Universal
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Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water

Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water

Swing-out front doors make it easy to get to the supplies you need.

Spill Control

Spill Control

Universal

Mobile kit is highly visible for fast response to mid-sized spills.
• Packed with PIG Absorbents for controlling spills
up to 140 litres

• Packed with PIG Absorbents for controlling spills up to 53 litres
• Ideal for maintenance crews, as well as labs or other areas prone to
small spills

• Lightweight, 100% polyethylene container
resists chemicals

• PIG Blue Socks stop spreading spills; PIG Mat and Pillows absorb;
wipers clean surfaces and hands; PIG Repair Putty can patch a drum
leak or fix a crack in a fluid reservoir

• Bright yellow container stands out, so you can
find it when you need it
• PIG Blue Socks stop spreading spills; PIG Mat
absorbs; PIG Dri and Lite-Dri Loose Absorbents
clean up residue on rough surfaces

• Wheeled kit is easy to manoeuvre throughout your facility so you can
quickly take PIG Absorbents right to the spill

PIG® Spill Kit in High-Visibility Mobile Container
KIT273

Absorbs up to 140L

60cm W x 73.7cm L X 93.3cm H

4 - 122cm PIG® Blue Absorbent Socks • 1 - 3m PIG® Blue Absorbent Socks • 70 - PIG®
Universal Mat Pads • 2 - PIG® Lite-Dri® Loose Absorbent • 2 - PIG® Dri Loose Absorbent in
Spill Pouch • 5 - Disposal bags & ties • 6 - Tamperproof labels • Instructions

Strong enough to earn a UN rating for shipping spill cleanup waste.
• Packed with PIG Absorbents for controlling spills
up to 227.1 litres
• Comply with Spill Plan regulationss, avoid fines
and be ready to respond with the #1 kit for
everyday liquid spills

PIG® Spill Kit in High-Visibility Cart
5 - 122cm PIG Blue Absorbent Socks • 1 - 38cm x 18.3m PIG Universal Rip & Fit Mat
Roll in Dispenser Box • 4 - PIG® Pillows • 1 - PIG® Repair Putty • 1 - Pair nitrile gloves
1 - Pair safety goggles • 5 - Temporary disposal bags & ties • 1 - Instructions
®

KIT244

Absorbs up to 53L

41cm W x 51cm L X 91.5cm H

®

• Overpack is X-rated for Packing Groups I, II and
III, so it’s certified for shipping waste by land,
sea or rail after cleanup is finished

Mobile PIG Spill Kit rolls right to the spill for fast response.

• Leakproof, twist-on lid is notched so you can
easily remove or tighten it with a pole

• Packed with PIG Absorbents for controlling spills up to 53 litres
• Swing-out doors, prepacked shelves and compartments make cart
easy to inventory and access
• Can be locked for added security (padlock not included)

PIG® Spill Kit in a 360L Overpack Drum

• Narrow width fits easily through doors and aisles

KIT202-999

16 - 122cm PIG® Blue Absorbent Socks • 10 - 3m PIG® Blue Absorbent Socks
60 - PIG® Universal Mat Pads • 8 - PIG® Pillows • 56 - PIG® Wipers • 10 - Disposal bags & ties
1 - Instruction manual • 6 - Tamperproof labels

Absorbs up to 227.1L 105.4cm H

High-capacity kit rolls through standard doorways for fast spill response.
• Packed with PIG Absorbents for controlling spills
up to 287.7 litres
• UV-resistant, hi-viz, lockable polyethylene
container keeps absorbents secure and dry
indoors or out
• Container rolls easily on 13cm rubber wheels
that brake to keep kit in place

PIG® Spill Kit in Cart
KIT297
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Absorbs up to 53L

PIG® Spill Kit in High-Visibility Storage Chest
45.7cm W x 50.8cm L X 106.7cm H

5 - 122cm PIG® Blue Absorbent Socks • 1 - 38cm x 18.3m PIG® Universal Rip & Fit
Mat Roll in Dispenser Box • 4 - PIG® Pillows • 1 - PIG® Repair Putty • 1 - Pair nitrile
gloves •1 - Pair safety goggles • 5 - Temporary disposal bags & ties • 1 - Instructions

Top-quality products for a professional workplace

KIT279

Absorbs up to 287.7L 79cm W x 122cm L x 97cm H

Email: india_inquiry@newpig.com • Web: newpig.in

31 - 122cm PIG® Blue Absorbent Socks • 10 - 3m PIG® Blue Absorbent Socks • 154 - PIG®
Universal Mat Pads • 112 - PIG® All-Purpose Wipers • 15 - Temporary disposal bags & ties
1 - Instruction manual • 6 - Tamperproof labels
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Oil-Only
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Absorbs oils, but not water

Professional plants use PIG Oil-Only Mat to control
oil-based liquids in outdoor applications.
• PIG Oil-Only Mat absorbs oil and repels water for maximum efficiency,
even in rainy conditions

The Technology Inside

Oil-Only Mat

• Bright white colour makes absorbed oil easy to see
• PIG Oil-Only Mat helps to maintain a clean, professional appearance
around outdoor equipment

Unique construction bonds
a high-loft centre between
two layers of lint-free fabric.

• Use Rolls (MAT4501) to absorb drips and leaks in
large areas
• Use Pads (MAT4500 and MAT4502) to catch drips
and absorb small spills

UNPROFESSIONAL WAY

Primary use:
Cleanups on water
or outdoors

Rags don’t repel water
and lose absorbency.

Primary benefit:
Repels water for
maximum efficiency

MAT4501

MAT4500

MAT4502

MAT4501

PIG® Oil-Only Mats
Item#

Weight

Quantity/Unit

Size

Absorbs Up To/Package

200 pads/bag

38cm W x 48cm L

Absorbs up to 106.4L/bag

1 roll/bag

76cm W x 45.7m L

Absorbs up to 188.5L/bag

100 pads/box

38cm W x 48cm L

Abs. up to 99.5L/dispenser

PIG® Oil-Only Mat Pads

PROFESSIONAL WAY
PIG Oil-Only Mat repels water and maintains
absorbency even in the rain!

MAT4502

Lightweight

PIG Oil-Only Mat Roll
®

MAT4501

Heavyweight

PIG Oil-Only Mat in a Dispenser Box
®

MAT4500

Heavyweight

Email: india_inquiry@newpig.com • Web: newpig.in
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Absorbents

Absorbs oils, but not water

Oil-Only

New Pig Corporation

Oil-Only
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Absorbs oils, but not water

PIG UV-Resistant Oil-Only Mat is made for long-term outdoor use —
it resists UV rays for up to 1 year!
• Durable top layer is UV resistant up to one year
• Completely absorbs oily drips and overspray
while repelling water
• Floats to clean up oil-based liquids
on water
• Bright color makes absorbed oil easier to see
MAT4107

• Heavyweight features eight layers;
extremeweight doubles that to
boost capacity

4 in 1 Mat works four different ways to control liquid messes all
around your plant.
• Tear off a pad to soak up spills easier than
rags, clay or mops

Heavyweight
Heavyweight

100 pads/bag
1 roll/bag

41cm W x 51cm L
81cm W x 45.7m L

Absorbs up to 83.3L/bag
Absorbs up to 151.4L/bag

2. ABSORB OVERSPRAY!

3. CATCH LEAKS!

4. WIPE UP MESSES!

• Fold it in half to line machine bases to
catch oily leaks
• Use it to wipe up drips or for other
cleaning tasks
• Completely absorbs oil but not a drop of water
to maintain a professional appearance

PIG® 4 in 1® Oil-Only Absorbent Mat in Dispenser Box

Available with a clear poly-back so absorbed
liquids stay off your floors!

PIG Stat-Mat Pads are specially treated to help reduce the risk of
electrostatic discharge.

1. SOAK UP SPILLS!

• Roll out a longer length to absorb
messy overspray

PIG® UV-Resistant Oil-Only Mat
MAT4105
MAT4107

Absorbents

Absorbents

Absorbs oils, but not water

MAT484

1 roll/dispenser box

41cm W x 24.4m L

Absorbs up to 34.8L/box
Patent 5,888,604 and 5,597,418

Tear Rip-&-Fit Mat to fit any space to control liquids and create a
professional appearance.

• Exceeds American standards for static decay
and surface resistivity

• Multiple perforations let you create custom
sizes for any application

• Use in confined areas, fueling areas and
wherever flammable vapours may be present

• Completely absorbs drips and overspray to
maintain a professional workplace

• Absorbs acetone, benzene, petroleum, toluene,
xylene, mineral spirits and other flammables;
repels water for outdoor cleanup

• Absorbed liquids won’t leak out when you pick
up the mat
• Absorbs oil but not a drop of water

UNPROFESSIONAL WAY
Piled rags are unsightly.

PROFESSIONAL WAY
Rip-&-Fit Mat can be customised to fit tight
spaces and irregular footprints.

MAT414

PIG® Stat-Mat® Absorbent Pads
MAT414

28

Heavyweight

50 pads/box

PIG® Rip-&-Fit® White Oil-Only Mat Roll in Dispenser Box
38cm W x 51cm L

Absorbs up to 41.6L/box

Top-quality products for a professional workplace

MAT442

Heavyweight

1 roll/dispenser box

38cm W x 18.3m L Absorbs up to 29.9L/box

Email: india_inquiry@newpig.com • Web: newpig.in
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Absorbs oils, but not water

Absorbs oils, but not water

This hi-viz spill kit bag is water-resistant and easy to close,
hang and carry.
• Packed with PIG Absorbents for controlling spills up to 37.9 litres
• PIG Oil-Only Socks stop spreading spills; PIG Stat-Mat Pads
absorb quickly
• Absorbents meet NFPA 99
standards for static decay
to allow use with fuels and
flammables
• Compact and easy to
store — makes a great
truck spill kit

Strap for easy carrying and hanging

PIG® Oil-Only Spill Kit in High-Visibility Bag
KIT420

4 - 122cm PIG® Oil-Only Absorbent Socks • 28 - PIG® Stat-Mat Absorbent Pads
5 - Disposal bags & ties

Absorbs up to 37.9L 45.7cm W x 76.2cm L

Be ready to respond and stay compliant with the #1 kit
for oil-based liquid spills.
• Packed with PIG Absorbents for controlling spills up to 47.3 litres
• Overpack drum container is UN Rated for shipping waste after oil
spill cleanup
• Neatly prepacked container speeds access during a spill emergency
• Overpack is X-rated in Packing Groups I, II and III for shipping spill
cleanup waste by land, sea or rail

PIG® Oil-Only Spill Kit in a 76L Overpack Drum
KIT411-01

Absorbs up to 47.3L

48cm H

2 - 46cm PIG® Sump Skimmers • 3 - 3m PIG® Oil-Only Absorbent Boom • 12 - PIG® Stat-Mat
Absorbent Pads • 5 - Disposal bags & ties • 6 - Tamperproof labels • 1 - Instructions

Email: india_inquiry@newpig.com • Web: newpig.in
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Oil-Only

Customer Favourites

1

PIG
Universal
Mat Pads

Absorbs messy
drips and overspray
to keep floors clean
and dry.

See pages 8–9

2

PIG Universal
Mat Roll

New Pig Corporation

Customer Favourites

Keeping India’s Workplaces Clean and Safe

7

Use these 12 customerfavorite PIG products
throughout your facility.

Cover your
drains to keep out
unwanted liquids
in high-traffic areas.

See page 47

Attract new customers by maintaining
a professional plant that meets high
industry standards.

7

6

See pages 8–9

See page 46

9

12

3

PIG Elephant
Mat

Extra-durable
mat stands up
to heavy foot traffic
and keeps walkways dry.

See pages 48–49

2

10

PIG Original
Absorbent Sock

Wrap socks
around machine
bases to keep leaks off
your floor.

See page 17

11

See page 61

11

3

See page 63

PIG Spill Kit in
High-Visibility
Storage Chest

See pages 25
and 35

PIG Roll Top
Hardcover

Store drums
outdoors
with pumps and funnels
in place inside this
weatherproof unit.

See page 18

Keep near loading
docks and other areas
where spills may occur.

PIG Spill
Containment
Pallet

Maintain
clean, well-organised drum
storage areas while
containing drips,
spills and splashes.

PIG Pan

6

PIG Leak
Diverter

Catch overhead
leaks and channel
them away to keep
equipment, inventory
and floors dry.

1
5

4

9

4

10

See page 14

Catch and
contain
drips and
splashes in drum
dispensing areas.

8

PIG SpillBlocker
Dike

Block spills
from reaching
drains with this
non-absorbent barrier.

Cover large areas
to absorb messy
overspray and keep floors dry.

5

PIG Drive-Over
DrainBlocker
Drain Cover

8

12

See page 55
32

PIG Funnels

Wherever
you pour or
store liquids,
our funnels can help keep
your facility clean.

New Pig Corporation

Oil-Only
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Absorbs oils, but not water

Absorbs oils, but not water

Swing out front doors make it easy to get to the supplies you need.

Spill Control

Spill Control

Oil-Only

Mobile kit is highly visible for fast response to mid-sized spills.
• Packed with PIG Absorbents for controlling spills
up to 151.4 litres

• Packed with PIG Absorbents for controlling spills up to 56.8 litres
• Oil-Only Mat Roll is perfed across the width and down the length;
tear off pads or length of mat to throw on a spill or catch drips
and overspray

• Prepacked container with hinged lid provides
easy access to contents
• Bright yellow container stands out, so you can
find it when you need it

• 20cm wheels for easy mobility; fits down narrow aisles and
through doorways

• PIG Oil-Only Socks stop spreading spills; PIG
Stat-Mat Pads absorb; PIG Lite-Dri Oil-Only
Absorbent cleans up residue on rough surfaces

PIG® Oil-Only High-Visibility Mobile Container Kit
KIT469

Absorbs up to 151.4L 60cm W x 73.7cm L X 93.3cm H

4 - 122cm PIG® Skimmer Oil-Only Aborbent Socks • 2 - 3m PIG® Skimmer Oil-Only
Absorbent Socks • 70 - PIG® Stat-Mat Absorbent Pads • 2 - PIG® Oil-Only Lite-Dri Loose
Absorbent • 5 - Disposal bags & ties • 6 - Tamperproof labels • 1 - Instructions

Strong enough to earn a UN rating for shipping spill cleanup waste.
• Packed with PIG Absorbents for controlling spills
up to 196.8 litres
• Overpack is X-rated for Packing Groups I, II and
III, so it’s certified for shipping waste by land,
sea or rail after cleanup is finished

PIG® Oil-Only Spill Kit in High-Visibility Cart
5 - 122cm PIG Skimmer Oil-Only Absorbent Sock • 1 - PIG Rip-&-Fit Oil-Only Mat in
Dispenser Box • 4 - PIG® Skimmer Pillows • 5 - Temporary disposal bags & ties
1 - Instruction Poster • 1 - Goggles • 1 - Pair of Gloves • 1 - Epoxy Putty
®

KIT444

Absorbs up to 56.8L

46cm W x 58cm L X 99cm H

®

• Lightweight, 100% polyethylene container
resists chemicals and keeps contents clean
and dry

Mobile PIG Spill Kit rolls right to the spill for fast response.
• Packed with PIG Absorbents for controlling spills up to 56.8 litres
• Swing-out doors, prepacked shelves and compartments make cart
easy to inventory and access
• Can be locked for added security (padlock not included)

PIG® Oil-Only Spill Kit in a 360L Overpack Drum

• Narrow width fits easily through doors and aisles

KIT402-999

3 - 13cm x 3m PIG® Oil-Only Absorbent Booms • 10 - 8cm x 3m PIG® Oil-Only
Absorbent Socks • 60 - PIG® Stat-Mat Absorbent Pad • 10 - Disposal bags & ties
6 - Tamperproof labels • 1 - Instructions

Absorbs up to 196.8L 105.4cm H

High-capacity kit rolls through standard doorways for fast spill response.
• Packed with PIG Absorbents for controlling spills
up to 280 litres
• UV-resistant, hi-viz, lockable polyethylene
container keeps absorbents secure and dry
indoors or out
• Container rolls easily on 13cm rubber wheels
that brake to keep kit in place

PIG® Oil-Only Spill Kit in High-Visibility Storage Chest

PIG® Oil-Only Spill Kit in Cart
KIT497
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Absorbs up to 56.8L 46cm W x 58cm L X 99cm H

5 - 122cm PIG® Skimmer Oil-Only Absorbent Sock • 1 - PIG® Rip-&-Fit Oil-Only in Dispenser
Box • 4 - PIG® Skimmer Oil-Only Pillows • 1 - PIG® Multi-Purpose Epoxy Putty • 1 - Pair nitrile
gloves • 1 - Pair safety goggles • 5 - Temporary disposal bags & ties • 1 - Instructions

Top-quality products for a professional workplace

KIT479

Absorbs up to 280L

122cm W x 79cm L x 97cm H

Email: india_inquiry@newpig.com • Web: newpig.in

1 - 20cm x 3m PIG® Oil-Only Absorbent Booms • 2 - 13cm x 3m PIG® Oil-Only Absorbent Booms
8 - 8cm x 3m PIG® Oil-Only Absorbent Booms • 100 - PIG® Stat-Mat Absorbent Pad
4 - PIG® Sump Skimmers • 1 - PIG® Spaghetti Strips • 15 - Temporary disposal bags & ties
6 - Tamperproof labels • 1 - Instructions labels
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Absorbs oils, but not water

Absorbs oils, but not water

BOM403
SKM403

BOM405

SKM210

Clean up oil spills on land or
water the professional way with
PIG Oil-Only Absorbents.
• UV-resistant PIG Oil-Only Absorbents
completely absorb oil and repel water

• Use PIG Spaghetti Booms to surround and
absorb thick oil spills on water

• Floats to clean up oil spills on water
and repels rainwater to clean up oil spills
on land

• Use PIG Sump Skimmers in your sumps and
oil tanks to absorb surface oil

• Traps absorbed liquid so it won’t leak out
when you pick it up

Surround spill with
booms. They begin to
absorb oil (not water)
as soon as they’re
in place.
As oil is absorbed, the
boom sinks in the
water. Oil is now
exposed to fresh
absorbent.
When completely
saturated, the boom
will “bob” just below
the water's surface.

• Bright white colour makes absorbed oil
easy to see
• Use PIG Socks and Booms to surround the
spill and confine the oil

PIG® Oil-Only Absorbent Socks
SKM210

12 socks/box

8cm Dia. x 122cm L

Absorbs up to 45.4L/box

13cm Dia. x 3m L
13cm Dia. x 6.1m L

Absorbs up to 90.8L/bag
Absorbs up to 90.8L/bag

13cm Dia. x 6.1m L

Absorbs up to 90.8L/bag

20cm Dia. x 46cm L

Absorbs up to 81.7L/box

PIG Oil-Only Booms
®

BOM405
BOM408

4 Booms/bag
2 Booms/bag

PIG® Spaghetti Booms
BOM403

2 Booms/bag

PIG Sump Skimmers
®

SKM403

36

12 Skimmers/box

ON LAND

Oil-Only Booms at work ...

Top-quality products for a professional workplace

PIG Oil-Only Booms repel rainwater for easy
cleanups of oil spills on land.

ON WATER

Surround oil spills on water to prevent
spreading. For faster cleanup add PIG Oil-Only
Mat Pads (see page 27).

Spill Control

Oil-Only

HazMat
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Absorbents

Absorbs most acids and bases

UNPROFESSIONAL WAY
Inferior absorbent methods just make
the mess bigger.

Absorbs most acids and bases

Absorbents

HazMat

Take charge of dangerous liquids and maintain a
safer plant with PIG HazMat Pads and Rolls.
• PIG HazMat Pads and Rolls absorb acids, caustics and other
dangerous liquids
• Specially treated to handle highly concentrated corrosives like 98%
sulfuric acid and 30% sodium hydroxide
• Traps liquid so it won’t leak out when you pick them up
• Use Pads (MAT302, MAT351, MAT354) for soaking up spills, catching
drips or lining work surfaces
• Rolls (MAT309) are ideal for covering floors and other large areas
where dangerous liquids are used
• Rip-&-Fit HazMat Rolls (MAT342) have extra perforations for a
custom fit

The Technology Inside

HazMat Pads & Rolls
Fine-ﬁbre polypropylene is
specially treated to absorb
corrosives with high
concentrations.
Primary use:
Cleaning up acids, caustics
or unknown liquids
Primary benefit:
Won’t degrade on contact with
highly concentrated corrosives

MAT309

MAT342

MAT354
MAT302

PIG® HazMat Pads
MAT302

Lightweight

200 pads/bag

38cm W x 51cm L

Absorbs up to 83.2L/bag

1 roll/bag

76cm W x 45.7m L

Absorbs up to 152.2L/bag

100 pads/dispenser
100 pads/dispenser

25cm W x 33cm L
38cm W x 51cm L

Abs. up to 37.1L/dispenser
Absorbs up to 83.3L/box

1 roll/dispenser

38cm W x 18.3m L

Absorbs up to 29L/bag

PIG HazMat Roll
®

MAT309

Heavyweight

PIG HazMat Pads in a Dispenser Box
®

PROFESSIONAL WAY
PIG HazMat Absorbents are built for the
tough job of absorbing acids, caustics and
other dangerous liquids.

MAT351
MAT354

Heavyweight
Heavyweight

Rip-Fit® HazMat Roll in Dispenser Box
MAT342

Heavyweight

ATTENTION: Independent testing indicates that PIG® HazMat products are compatible with and absorb most acids and bases. Due to variables and conditions of applications beyond our control,
New Pig cannot guarantee that this product will absorb to your satisfaction. To insure effectiveness and your safety, we recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your
chemicals with PIG® HazMat products prior to purchase. If you have any questions or need samples to test, please call your local distributor.

Email: india_inquiry@newpig.com • Web: newpig.in
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HazMat
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Absorbs most acids and bases

Absorbents

Absorbents

Absorbs most acids and bases

HR7015

PIG301

HR7015

PIL307

124CR
PIL306

Control spills of acids, caustics and unknown
liquids with PIG HazMat Socks and Pillows.
• PIG HazMat Socks and Pillows absorb acids, caustics and other
dangerous liquids
• Specially treated to handle highly concentrated corrosives like 98%
sulfuric acid and 30% sodium hydroxide
• Traps liquid so it won’t leak out when you pick them up
• Use PIG HazMat Socks to surround the spill and confine the liquid

Use PIG HazMat Absorbents for liquids like:
• 98% Sulfuric acid

• Hydrogen peroxide

• 30% Sodium hydroxide

• Phosphoric acid

• Hydrochloric acid

• Hydroﬂuoric acid

• Potassium hydroxide

• Ammonium hydroxide

• Use PIG HazMat Pillows to absorb large amounts of liquid

PIG® HazMat Absorbent Socks
124CR

12/box

8cm Dia. x 117cm L

Absorbs up to 34.1L/box

PIG301

6/box

8cm Dia. x 3 m L

Absorbs up to 45.4L/box

10/box
10/box
10/box

20cm W x 20cm L x 3cm H
20cm W x 43cm L x 6.4cm H
43cm W x 41cm L x 5cm H

Abs. up to 8.9L/box
Absorbs up to 22.7L/box
Absorbs up to 37.9L/box

PIG® HazMat Pillows
PIL306
PIL307
HR7015

Small
Medium
Large

ATTENTION: Independent testing indicates that PIG® HazMat products are compatible with and absorb most acids and bases. Due to variables and conditions of applications beyond our control,
New Pig cannot guarantee that this product will absorb to your satisfaction. To insure effectiveness and your safety, we recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your
chemicals with PIG® HazMat products prior to purchase. If you have any questions or need samples to test, please call your local distributor.

124CR

Email: india_inquiry@newpig.com • Web: newpig.in
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Absorbs most acids and bases

UNPROFESSIONAL WAY

Absorbs most acids and bases

Spill Control

HazMat

This highly visible PIG Spill Kit can go anywhere you can!

Inferior absorbents take longer to clean up
and require more worker contact.

• Packed with PIG Absorbents for controlling spills up to 34.1 litres
• Hand strap allows you to carry kit or to hang it on a wall
• Compact size is easy to
store and transport
• Bright yellow bag stands
out, so you can find it
when you need it

Strap for easy carrying and hanging

PIG® HazMat Spill Kit in High-Visibility Bag
KIT320

Absorbs up to 34.1L

4 - 8cm x 117cm PIG® HazMat Socks • 28 - 38cm x 51cm PIG® HazMat Pads
5 - Temporary disposal bag and ties • 1 - Instructions

43cm W x 52cm H c 15cm D

Respond to small spills then ship the used absorbents
in the overpack.
• Packed with PIG Absorbents for controlling spills up to 41.6 litres
• Overpack is X-rated for Packing Groups I, II and III, so it’s certified for
shipping waste by land, sea or rail after cleanup is finished
• Half-turn, leakproof lid is notched so you can easily remove or tighten
it with a pole

PROFESSIONAL WAY
PIG HazMat Absorbents are specially treated to
absorb highly concentrated corrosives.

PIG® HazMat Spill Kit in a 76L Overpack Salvage Drum
KIT311

Absorbs up to 41.6L

48cm H x 57cm Dia.

6 - 8cm x 117cm PIG® HazMat Socks • 6 - 38cm x 51cm PIG® HazMat Pads
5 - 41cm x 43cm Pillows • 5 - Temporary disposal bags and ties • 6 - Tamper proof labels

Email: india_inquiry@newpig.com • Web: newpig.in
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Absorbs most acids and bases

Absorbs most acids and bases

Mobile PIG Spill Cart features a mounted PIG HazMat Roll.

Spill Control

Spill Control

HazMat

Mobile kit is highly visible for fast response to mid-sized spills.
• Packed with PIG Absorbents for controlling spills up
to 128.7 litres

• Packed with PIG Absorbents for controlling spills up to 53 litres
• Mounted PIG HazMat Roll makes it easy to tear off pads or a length
of mat

• Bright yellow container stands out so you can find it
when you need it

• Wheeled kit is easy to manoeuvre throughout your facility so you can
quickly take PIG Absorbents right to the spill

• Wheeled kit is easy to manoeuvre throughout your
facility so you can quickly take PIG Absorbents right
to the spill

PIG® HazMat Spill Kit in High-Visibility Mobile Container
KIT366

Absorbs up to 128.7L 98cm H x 60cm W

4 - 8cm x 117cm PIG® HazMat Socks • 4 - 8cm x 3m PIG® HazMat Socks • 70 - 38cm x 51cm
PIG® HazMat Pads • 2 - PIG® HazMat Pulp • 5 - Temporary disposal bags & ties
6 - Tamperproof labels

Respond to large spills then ship the used absorbents in the overpack.
• Packed with PIG Absorbents for controlling spills up
to 238 litres

PIG® HazMat Spill Kit in High-Visibility Cart
KIT344

Absorbs up to 53L

• Overpack is X-rated for Packing Groups I, II and III,
so it’s certified for shipping waste by land, sea or rail
after cleanup is finished

5 - 8cm x 117m PIG® HazMat Absorbent Socks • 1 - 38cm x 18.3m Rip-&-Fit® HazMat Roll
4 - 20cm x 20cm PIG® HazMat Pillows • 1 - PIG® Repair Putty • 5 - Temporary disposal
bags & ties • 1 - Instructions

• Leakproof, twist-on lid is notched so
you can easily remove or tighten it with
a pole

Mobile PIG Spill Kit rolls right to the spill for fast response.
• Packed with PIG Absorbents for controlling spills up to 53 litres
• Swing-out doors, prepacked shelves and compartments make cart easy
to inventory and access
• Can be locked for added security (padlock not included)

PIG® HazMat Spill Kit in a 360L Overpack Drum
KIT302-999 Absorbs up to 238.5L

• Narrow width fits easily through doors and aisles

12 - 8cm x 117cm PIG® HazMat Socks • 6 - 8cm x 3m PIG® HazMat Socks • 2 - 13cm x 3m
PIG® HazMat Dikes • 75 - 38cm x 51cm PIG® HazMat Heavy weight Mat Pads • 7 - 41cm x 43cm
PIG® HazMat Pillows • 10 - Temporary disposal bags and ties • 6 - Tamperproof Labels

High-capacity kit rolls through standard doorways for fast spill response.
• Packed with PIG Absorbents for controlling spills up
to 280 litres
• UV-resistant, hi-viz, lockable polyethylene container
keeps absorbents secure and dry indoors or out
• Container rolls easily on 13cm rubber wheels that
brake to keep kit in place

PIG® HazMat Spill Kit in High-Visibility Storage Chest

PIG® HazMat Spill Kit in Cart
KIT397

Absorbs up to 53L

5 - 8cm x 117m PIG® HazMat Absorbent Socks • 1 - 38cm x 18.3m Rip-&-Fit® HazMat Roll
4 - 20cm x 20cm PIG® HazMat Pillows • 1 - PIG® Repair Putty • 5 - Temporary disposal
bags & ties • 1 - Instructions

We recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your chemicals with PIG® HazMat products prior to purchase. See note on page 10.
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KIT379

Absorbs up to 280.1

3 - 8cm x 3m PIG® HazMat Socks • 14 -8cm x 117cm PIG® HazMat Socks • 2 - 13cm x 3m Dikes
100 - 38cm x 51cm PIG® HazMat Pads • 7 - 41cm x 43cm PIG® HazMat Pillows • 2 - 2.3kg bags of
PIG® HazMat Pulp • 15 - Temporary disposal bags and ties • 6 - Tamperproof labels • 1 - Instructions

We recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your chemicals with PIG® HazMat products prior to purchase. See note on page 39.

Email: india_inquiry@newpig.com • Web: newpig.in
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Spill Control

Spill Control

Spill Control

PIG Drive-Over DrainBlocker
Drain Covers are:
ABRASION RESISTANT
Driveovers won’t damage this
drain cover, even when tires
track on dust, dirt and gravel.

Add corners and
connectors to join
dikes together
PLR204

TEAR RESISTANT
Drain cover won’t rip when you
put it down or pick it up.

6cm H

UV & IR LIGHT RESISTANT
Use outdoors as long as you
need and it won’t degrade in
the sun.
6cm
CHEMICAL RESISTANT
Polyurethane and rubber
construction is resistant to
many commonly used
chemicals.

PLR204

Place a SpillBlocker Dike in front of drains to stay in control of spills.
• Helps you meet international environmental standards by confining spills
to protect drains

PIG® SpillBlocker® Dike

• SpillBlocker Dike sticks to floors to keep spills from spreading

PLR204

Dike 10 cm W at base

3m L x 5.7cm H x 10cm W

PLR205

Connector; black only

10cm L x 5.7cm H x 14cm W

PLR206

Corner; yellow only

10cm L x 10cm W x 5.7cm H

• Durable top layer protects a tacky bottom layer
• Join dikes with connectors and corners

Patent 5,236,281
NOTE: The physical properties of these products may change under certain conditions. For more details
and for chemical compatibility, please contact your local distributor.

The PIG Drive-Over DrainBlocker Drain Cover
seals tightly, and you can drive right over it.
• Helps you meet international environmental standards
by keeping harmful liquids out of drains
• Withstands traffic from forklifts and heavy trucks

Confine machine leaks with a
PIG LeakBlocker Dike to keep your
plant running smoothly.
• Flexible dike moulds to fit any curve and contains leaks without
absorbing them

• Durable top layer resists tearing, punctures and abrasion; bottom layer
seals tightly and resists chemicals
• Leave down for long-term protection or store for emergency
spill response
• Cover must overlap drain opening at least 8 cm on all sides

• Allows you to vacuum liquids to reclaim, reuse or recycle
• Tacky bottom creates a liquidproof seal
• High-visibility yellow colour minimises tripping hazards

Our toughest drain cover is easy to pick up and relocate.

• Polyurethane is non-absorbent, chemical resistant and reusable; cleans
easily with soap and water

ADDITIONAL SIZES AVAILABLE!
PIG® Drive-Over DrainBlocker® Drain Cover
PLR300
PLR301
PLR303
PLR305

PIG® LeakBlocker® Dike
PLR212

5.7cm W x 3m L x 3.5cm H

NOTE: The physical properties of these products may change under certain conditions. For more details and
for chemical compatibility, please contact your local distributor.
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PLR303
91cm W x 91cm L

Email: india_inquiry@newpig.com • Web: newpig.in

46cm W x 46cm L x 13mm H
61cm W x 61cm L x 13mm H
91cm W x 91cm L x 13mm H
122cm W x 122cm L x 13mm H

Patent pending
NOTE: The physical properties of the softer urethane bottom may change over time with exposure to certain
environmental conditions like temperature, humidity and UV radiation. Typical life expectancy is 5 years. Inspect
product regularly to ensure usability. For more details and chemical compatibility, call your local distributor. For
optimum performance, ensure that the area surrounding your drain is free of debris, cracks and holes.
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Translucent
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PIG Leak Diverters protect your equipment and inventory
from dangerous, damaging roof leaks.
• Use as a temporary ﬁx or for long-term
leak prevention

TLS248

• Durable collection tarp resists UV, mildew
and punctures

Hang diverter from an
overhead pipe with rubber
straps (included).

• Accepts any standard 1.9cm hose (hose sold
separately) to channel liquid to floor drain or
collection container; flow rate is 12.5 litres
per minute when used with 1.27cm ID hose

How it
works:

• Leak Diverter for Pipes (TLS248) has a
compact design to hang underneath piping

UNPROFESSIONAL WAY

Collection tarp
captures liquid
and funnels it
to the hose
connection.

• Leak Diverter for Roofs (TLS462) covers more
area for a variety of overhead leaks

Roof leaks can be costly if your
valuable inventory is ruined!

Hose channels
liquid to a ﬂoor
drain or collection
container.

• Combination Kit (TLS671) prepares you for
both roof and pipe leaks

Use your own
collection container
or simply channel
water to a
floor drain.

PIG® Leak Diverter for Pipes
TLS248

TLS671

46cm Dia x 46cm H

PIG® Leak Diverter for Roofs
TLS462

152cm W x 152cm L

PIG® Leak Diverter Bag Combination Kit for Roofs & Pipes

TLS671

1 - Roof Leak Diverter • 1 - Pipe Leak Diverter
2 - Drainage hoses • 6 - Adjustable hanging straps • 2 - Drain fittings • 1 For roofs and pipes 30-pack “CAUTION” PIG® Mat Pads • 2 - 25-packs PIG® All-Purpose Wipers • 1 “Watch Your Step” sign • 1 - Duffel bag • 1 - Pack of PIG® Pipe Wrap
1 - Tube of PIG® Multi-Purpose Repair Putty

NOTE: Limited chemical resistance; not suitable for temperatures over 88˚C.

PROFESSIONAL WAY
Don’t waste time moving your inventory out
of the way. Hang a PIG Leak Diverter and
redirect the liquid instead!

1.9 cm hose fitting allows
you to attach a clear drainage
hose to drain water into a
holding tank (not included) or
floor drain.

Don’t forget this must-have hardware for your PIG Leak Diverter.
TLS470
TLS471
TLS472

Rubber
Hanging
Straps

TLS559

Adjustable Hanging Straps for
uneven ceilings

TLS679

Clear
Drainage Hose

Email: india_inquiry@newpig.com • Web: newpig.in

TLS680

Quick Connect Set lets you instantly connect
hose to diverter.

Accessories for PIG® Leak Diverter
TLS470

Rubber straps

4/pack

36cm L

TLS471
TLS472

Rubber straps
Rubber straps

4/pack
4/pack

48cm L
61cm L

TLS559
TLS680
TLS679

Adjustable hanging straps
Quick connect set
Clear drainage hose

4/bag
1 each

From 15cm L to 1.5m L
8cm L x 3.8cm Dia.
7.6m L

TLS690

Clear drainage hose

1 each

3m L
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Diverters feature corner grommets for easy
hanging. (Straps sold separately.)

New Pig Corporation

Use PIG Overpack Drums for spill kits or as shipping containers.

PAK725

PAK489

360 Litre

189 Litre
Wheeled

Maintenance
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• Fill empty drums with your own supply of PIG Absorbents to create a
spill kit

Patch and repair almost anything with PIG Repair Putty to
keep your plant running smoothly.

• X-rated for Packing Groups I, II, and III; allows you to transport
containers of hazardous waste

• Premeasured epoxy has Part A and Part B in the
same tube

• 360-litre Overpack (PAK725) holds drums up to 210 litres

• Applies quickly with no mess; knead it into a uniform
color and it’s ready

• 246-litre Overpack (PAK384) holds drums up to 114 litres
• 189-litre Wheeled Overpack (PAK489) holds drums up to 76 litres
• 76-litre Overpack (PAK708) is ideal for shipping cans, pails and smaller
containers to a disposal facility

Maintenance

Maintenance

Maintenance

• Cures harder than cement so you can drill, sand, saw,
machine or paint it
• Non-toxic putties are free of solvents and VOCs; safe
for use on potable water lines
• Available in three formulas to match your application

Part B

Helpful hint: For drum leak repairs, knead some putty to plug the hole,
then patch over the hole with what’s left.

Knead Parts A and B together with
your fingers. PIG Repair Putty is ready
to use in just minutes!

Part A

PIG® Overpack Drums
PAK725
PAK384
PAK489
PAK708

PAK384

246 Litre
PAK708
P
AK708

76 Litre

105cm H x 80cm Ext. Dia.
UN1H2/X295/S
95cm H x 70.5cm Ext. Dia.
UN1H2/X200/S

360 Litre

115cm H x 58.4cm Ext. Dia.
UN1H2/X125/S
Wheeled
48cm H x 57cm Ext. Dia.
UN1H2/Y100/S UN1H2/X75/S

189 Litre

Multi-Purpose
• Sticks to steel, glass, masonry and most plastics

246 Litre

76 Litre

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the safety of this application,
specifically flammable vapours, static discharge and heat sources. For further assistance, please call
your local distributor.
NOTE: Overpacks are not approved for air transport.

PIG® Multi-Purpose Repair Putty
PTY201

12 sticks/box

18cm L each

Wet Surface
• Repairs electrical connections and pipes in wet areas,
even under water

Patch broken pipes with our Deluxe Pipe
Patch Kit to avoid downtime.

PIG Drum Patch Kit stops drum leaks.

PIG® Wet Surface Repair Putty

• Economical kit includes 30 different plugs, patches, PIG Repair Putty,
tape and wedges

PTY259

• Quickly patch ruptured pipes using chemical-resistant, stainless steel
pipe clamps and neoprene liners

• Quickly stops a leak until permanent repairs can be made; patches holes
up to 12.7cm x 22cm

• Easy to use; just slide into place and tighten
• Includes a ratchet wrench for fast tightening
• Clamps work on any pipe from 1.27cm to 12.7cm in diameter

PIG® Deluxe Pipe Patch Kit
GEN313
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Kit

21 Pieces

18cm L each

Steel
• Repairs any ferrous or aluminium metals

PIG® Drum Patch Kit
GEN312-1 Kit
Contents • 1 - 2.5cm Ball plug • 1 - Duct tape • 4 - PIG® Repair Putty • 1 - 5.7cm
- 6.5cm Taper surface plug • 2 - 6m L Nylon straps • 1 - 4.1cm - 5cm Taper
surface plug • 1 - 23cm x 23cm Neoprene patch • 1 - 4.9cm - 6.5cm Taper
surface plug • 1 - Puncture repair kit • 1 - 2.5cm - 3.2cm Taper surface plug
1 - Regular screwdriver • 1 - #6 Screw patch • 1 - Phillips screwdriver • 1 - #8
Screw patch • 1 - Adjustable pliers • 1 - #10 Screw patch • 2 - 20cm x 20cm
Plug 'n' Seal DrainStopper • 1 - 5cm Ball plug • 1 - #12 Screw patch • 1 - #14
Screw patch • 6 - 38cm x 51cm PIG® Universal Mat Pads • 1 - 1.5cm - 4cm Taper
surface plug • 1 - 8.3cm x 9cm T-Patch • 1 - 8.3cm x 4.5cm T-Patch • 1 - 7.6cm x
305m Barrier tape roll 1 - 2.9cm - 2.14 Taper surface plug • 1 - Rubber mallet

Top-quality products for a professional workplace

6 sticks/box

PIG® Steel Repair Putty
PTY264

Email: india_inquiry@newpig.com • Web: newpig.in

6 sticks/box

18cm L each
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PIG Containment Trays contain leaks
and spills on your countertops.
• Good housekeeping practice helps you control leaks and drips
• Chemical-resistant tray has built-in containment
• Compact size fits on a tabletop or counter

FLM126

PIG® Countertop Spill Containment Trays
PAK371

5.6L sump capacity
30.5cm W x 42cm L x 10cm H

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage
and handling of flammable liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapours, static
discharge and heat sources. For further assistance, please call your local distributor.

PIG Drum Spill Trays contain drips to
keep floors dry.

Work more comfortably on this soft,
chemical-resistant mat.

Clean up oil and solvents on rough
surfaces with these durable wipers.

• Designed to reduce leg and back strain for standing workers

• Excellent for wiping parts and machines with jagged edges, metal
chips or rust

• Dyna-Shield coating adds chemical resistance; sealed to prevent
moisture penetration
• Bevelled edges and a textured surface prevent slips or trips

• Constructed of cellulose and synthetic fibers; no chemical binders
or adhesives
• Superior abrasion resistance and wet strength for scrubbing
rough surfaces

• PIG Drum Spill Trays are the professional way to catch small drips
before they can make a big mess
• Holds up to 23 litres with a 210-litre drum in place
• Removable grate holds smaller containers

Pebble Step Sof-Tred™ Anti-Fatigue Mat

PIG® Heavy-Duty Maintenance Wipes

FLM126
FLM127

WIP304

91.4cm L x 61cm W x 9.5mm H
152.4cm L x 91.4cm W x 9.5mm H

1/4-fold
Blue
30cm W x 33cm L
50 wipers/pack, 20 packs/case, 1,000/case

PIG® Drum Spill Trays
DRM371

Pour hole lets
you drain liquid.

Tray with grate
79.5L sump capacity
82cm W x 82cm L x 21cm H

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage
and handling of flammable liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapours, static
discharge and heat sources. For further assistance, please call your local distributor.

Temporarily bag your hazardous waste
until proper disposal is arranged.
• Highly visible bags are labeled with printed message to help
identify contents
• Durable 3-mil thickness
• Large size bags fit 210-litre drums; small size bags fit 113-litre drums

PIG Sticky Steps Mat grabs dirt to keep
footprints out of offices.

Quickly mop up oily spills
without bending or stooping.

• Lifts dirt and debris off of shoe bottoms and cart wheels; leaves no
sticky residue

• Aluminium mop head swivels 360° for easy
cleaning of hard-to-reach places

• Low-profile pack has adhesive backing that sticks to floor

• Handle telescopes up to 1.75m long

• When top sheet is dirty, peel it off to reveal a clean one

• Simply wring out pad to reclaim or dispose of oil;
no laundering required

Oil-Only Mop System

Poly Disposal Bags
BAG202
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Textured pads
attach to fabric
on mop head.

“Hazardous Material–Handle with Care”
Small

50/pack

46cm W x 76cm L

PIG® Sticky Steps® Mat

Large

25/pack

91cm W x 152cm L

MAT566-BL

Top-quality products for a professional workplace

30 sheets/pad

4 pads/box

61cm W x 114cm L

Email: india_inquiry@newpig.com • Web: newpig.in

TLS631

Absorbs up to 6.6L/box

RFL631

12 pads/bag

12 - 22cm W x 48cm L Oil-Only Mop Pad
Refills • 1 - Aluminium Handle with Head
containing Hook-Fabric Tape
22cm W x 48cm L Absorbs up to 6.6L/box
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PIG Drum Funnel covers drum tops for neat pouring and a
professional look.
• Covers entire drum top to minimise spills
and splashes
• Double-wall funnel resists rust, corrosion
and most chemicals

DRM680

• High sidewalls let you pour in up to 22.7
litres at a time
• Level inside surface keeps
containers from tipping over

Covers
available in:
Black

Red

PIG® Poly Drum Funnel
Specify cover colour: Black or Red

DRM454 Funnel with cover
60.3cm Dia. x 15.2cm H
NOTE: Not for use with flammables (f.p.<141°F/60.5°C).
For chemical compatibility call your local distributor.

Pop-Up Drum Fill Gauge

DRM245

DRM245

208L Vertical Drums w/.75" NPT

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of flammable liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapours, static
discharge and heat sources. For further assistance, please call your local distributor.

Burpless Funnel with one-handed latching lid
is easy to open and close.

Ball Valve provides easy,
one-hand funnel operation.

• One-piece spun-steel funnel design is strong
and durable

• Poly ball valve allows
you to open or close
funnel using only
one hand

• Powder-coated finish resists chipping
• Latching handle lets you open and close lid with
one hand
◆

• Made of polyethylene with Teflon® seals
X

Lids
available in:
Black

Helps you comply with American regulations
when ball valve is properly closed

• Wide 34cm external diameter provides continuous,
splash-free pouring

Red

Yellow

Funnel’s threaded brass
insert screws right into
bung. Vent tube prevents
liquid from burping back.

• Internal vent tubes prevent pressure buildup and
“burping” back
• Tough and economical polyethylene resists chemicals, rust
and corrosion

Red

• Fits any steel or plastic drum with a 2" NPT bung opening

PIG® Burpless® Poly Coated One-Hand
Sealable Drum Funnel
Specify colour: Black, Red or Yellow

Poly Funnel Ball Valve

DRM1126 38cm L x 28.6cm W x 33cm H

DRM946
Patent 5,676,185; 5,402,835
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Black

PIG Poly Funnel lets you pour fast and splash-free into
any steel or poly drum!

• Screws into 2" NPT
opening on drum —
prevents spills if drum
is knocked over

Helps you comply with American regulations
requiring haz waste containers to be closed

Lids available in:

• Hinged lid is available in red, black or yellow to help you
segregate waste

PIG® Burpless® Poly Funnel

• Lid is lockable to help prevent unauthorised access

DRM680

34cm Dia. x 28cm H
Patent 5,120,454

Use with Poly Burpless® Funnel

NOTE: Not for use with flammables (f.p.<141°F/60.5°C). For chemical compatibility please contact your
local distributor.

Patent 5,120,454

Top-quality products for a professional workplace

Specify colour: Black, Red or Yellow

Email: india_inquiry@newpig.com • Web: newpig.in
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1

Our Flammable Safety Cabinets deliver
the class-leading quality and features
you expect from New Pig.
• Fully MIG-welded 14- and 18-gauge steel body is built for a lifetime of
continuous use
• Impact-resistant, 14-gauge steel door faces are 56% thicker than
competing cabinets

2

6

4

3

• 5.08cm leakproof sump contains leaks, drips and spills
• Flame arrestor vents on right and left sides of cabinet help prevent
ﬂashback ignition

• FM Approved for the storage of ﬂammables

• Full-width, welded shelf hangers offer maximum support and increase
sidewall thickness

• Three-point zinc latch ensures fail-safe, nonsparking door closure

• Grounding connection inhibits static buildup

• Recessed handle won’t catch on passing trafﬁc

• Hybrid powdercoat ﬁnish resists chemicals
and corrosion

• 10.16cm bullet hinges feature self-lubricating, fully enclosed
brass pins

Containment

Keeping India’s Workplaces Clean and Safe

1

Self-Closing Doors

Models with self-closing doors feature gas
springs and a fusible link that melts in a ﬁre;
doors can also be propped open.

2

Bullet Hinges

Fully enclosed bullet hinges won’t trap grime.
More durable than piano hinges.

• Leveling feet can be adjusted for stability

• Double-wall construction with 3.81cm of insulating air space adds
ﬁre protection

5

3
CAB712

PIG Undercounter Cabinets
are also available to utilize
storage space underneath
countertops and benches.

Full-Width Shelf Hangers

More material makes our hangers stronger than
individual, spot-welded column hangers.

4
CAB736
Recessed Handles

PIG® Flammable Safety Cabinet

CAB720

Item#

Style

Capacity (Litres)

Ext. Dimensions

Adjustable Shelves

CAB722
CAB716
CAB721

Self-closing
Manual-closing
Self-closing

341
341
227

110cm W x 87cm D x 165cm H
110cm W x 87cm D x 165cm H
87cm W x 87cm D x 165cm H

2
2
2

CAB715
CAB720

Manual-closing
Self-closing

227
170

87cm W x 87cm D x 165cm H
110cm W x 47cm D x 165cm H

2
2

CAB714
CAB719

Manual-closing
Self-closing

170
114

110cm W x 47cm D x 165cm H
110cm W x 47cm D x 112cm H

2
1

CAB713
CAB718
CAB712
CAB746

Manual-closing
Self-closing
Manual-closing
Manual-closing

114
83
83
416

110cm
87cm
87cm
151cm

1
1
1
1

W
W
W
W

x
x
x
x

47cm
47cm
47cm
87cm

D
D
D
D

x
x
x
x

112cm H
89cm H
89cm H
165cm H

PIG® Undercounter Flammable Safety Cabinet

PIG SAFETY CABINETS — THE BEST WAY TO PROTECT
WORKERS FROM THE HAZARDS OF FLAMMABLE LIQUIDS.
56

Top-quality products for a professional workplace

Item#

Style

Capacity (Litres)

Ext. Dimensions

Adjustable Shelves

CAB736
CAB733
CAB735

Self-closing
Manual-closing
Self-closing

114
114
83

122cm W x 56cm D x 89cm H
122cm W x 56cm D x 89cm H
91cm W x 56cm D x 89cm H

1
1
1

CAB732
CAB734

Manual-closing
Self-closing

83
45

91cm W x 56cm D x 89cm H
61cm W x 56cm D x 89cm H

1
1

CAB731

Manual-closing

45

61cm W x 56cm D x 89cm H

1
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Door handle with keyed lock stays out of the
way so it won’t snag on passing trafﬁc.

5

5.08 cm Leakproof Sump

Built-in sump contains leaks, drips, and spills to
keep liquids off your ﬂoor.

6

Zinc Latch

Sturdy, reliable latch ensures spark-free closing
every time.
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Store drums the professional way with
INFERIOR WAY

Professional Way
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PIG Containment Products!

Drums stored on your floor can
make a slippery mess.

PIG Spill Containment Pallets
control leaks to keep floors dry.

• When drums sit on your floor, leaks, drips and spills create a
big mess

• Large sump provides containment capacity to help control leaks,
drips and spills

• Without proper containment, liquids from leaking drums reach
the floor and become a slip hazard

PAK605

• Keeps floors dry to help eliminate slip and fall accidents
• Strong, durable pallets hold fully loaded drums without cracking
or breaking
• Keeps drum storage areas neat and organised

See PIG Spill Containment Pallets on
pages 60–61.

INFERIOR WAY

Outdoor storage can lead to
rusty drums and vandalism.

PAK901

• Storing steel drums outdoors exposes them to the elements,
causing them to rust

Padlockable PIG Roll Top
Hardcovers are durable and
weatherproof.
• Drums are shielded from rain and snow to prevent rust
and contamination

• Rusty drums can contaminate stored liquids
• Drums stored outdoors are vulnerable to theft and vandalism

• Doors can be locked shut (padlock not included) to help prevent theft
and vandalism

• Leaks and drips that are not contained create a big mess

• Large sump contains leaks, drips and spills
• Keeps drum storage areas neat and organised

See PIG Roll Rop Hardcovers on page 63.

INFERIOR WAY

Wooden pallets rot and break,
leaving drums unstable.

Sturdy PIG Spill Decks provide
strong, stable drum storage.

• Wooden pallets are not made to store drums
• Too much weight on a wooden pallet can cause it to break

• Strong, durable decks hold fully loaded drums without cracking
or breaking

• Wooden pallets provide no containment for leaks, drips and spills

• Contain small leaks and drips to keep floors dry

• Leaks and drips that are not contained create a big mess

• Low profile keeps drums close to the floor for
easy access

PAK531

• Keeps drum storage areas neat and organised

See PIG Spill Decks on pages 64–65.
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Top-quality products for a professional workplace
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PAK210

4-drum
(steel or
poly drums)

PIG Containment Pallets keep
dangerous, slippery liquids off
your floors!

Large leaks flow into the bladder through a
bulkhead fitting. Trap door opens automatically to
let bladder unfurl.

PIG Bladder Decks save space and help you
meet regulations!
• Low profile makes loading and
unloading easy

• Rugged polyethylene bladder allows deck to
contain up to 250 litres of liquid

• Nonslip grate provides traction

• Replacement bladders (PAK525) also
available

• Lightweight, chemical-resistant polyethylene
won’t rust or corrode
• Pre-drilled, plugged ports let connect bladder
decks to other 14.6cm H modular decks

PAK605

2-drum
(steel drums only)
Full deployment requires floor space
clearance of 168cm W x 147cm D in front
of deck.

PIG® Bladder Containment Deck
PAK523
PAK525

1 drum Load capacity UDL 680kg
Replacement bladder

Sump capacity 250L
Sump capacity 208L

77.2cm L x 66cm W x 14.6cm H

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of flammable liquids and the
safety of this application, specifically flammable vapors, static discharge and heat sources. For further assistance, please contact your distributor.

PIG Poly Deck with Pallet Jack Pockets — Transfer drums on this
drip-catching deck. No forklift required!
• Fork pockets are spaced to fit most pallet
jacks; deck can be moved fully loaded with
properly secured drums

• 250L sump contains leaks, drips and spills

Fork channels are sized and spaced
so you can roll right in.

Removable grates give you quick access
to sump.

• PAK605 is for use with steel drums only
and can be moved by forklift when unloaded

PIG® Poly Spill Containment Pallets

• Low-density polyethylene (LDPE)
construction resists UV rays, rust, corrosion
and most chemicals

PAK605
PAK210

2 drum Load capacity UDL 907kg Sump capacity 83.3L

2 drum
4 drum

Load cap. 680kg
Load cap. UDL 2,722kg

Sump cap. 250L
Sump cap. 250L

73cm W x 135cm L x 41cm H
130cm W x 130cm L x 25cm H

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of flammable liquids
and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapors, static discharge and heat sources. For further assistance, please contact your
distributor.
NOTE: PAK605 Not recommended for long-term storage of poly drums.

PIG® Poly Deck with Pallet Jack Pockets
PAK1020

66cm W x 132cm L x 16.5cm H

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of flammable liquids and the
safety of this application, specifically flammable vapors, static discharge and heat sources. For further assistance, please contact your distributor.
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• PIG Poly Loading Ramp (PAK734) works
with PAK210

• Pallets resist UV rays, rust, corrosion and
most chemicals

• 83.3L molded-in sump catches leaks, drips
and spills during drum transfers

• Textured grating adds traction and lifts out
for easy sump access

• PAK210 has increased load capacity for
storing steel or poly drums

• Removable, nonslip grating won’t break
under the load

• 907kg UDL capacity is strong enough to
support two fully loaded steel or poly
drums; PIG Decks will never buckle or bow
• Low-profile 16.51cm design is easy
to load or unload; pumps and
funnels are easy to access

Control liquids in drum storage
areas and keep floors safe and
dry with PIG Poly Spill Pallets.

Top-quality products for a professional workplace

PIG® Poly Loading Ramp
PAK734

For 22cm and 25cm high pallets

72cm W x 139cm L x 25cm H

Email: india_inquiry@newpig.com • Web: newpig.in

Load capacity 317.5kg

PAK734

Load drums onto PAK210 using a Poly Loading
Ramp (PAK734).
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PIG Poly Containment Units help keep IBCs safe and compliant.
• 66cm H deck allows easier access and dispensing
• All-poly construction resists chemicals, rust and corrosion
• Full, flat grate deck surface makes positioning IBCs easy
• Solid anti-slip deck holds a variety of IBC sizes
• Compact 160cm x 160cm footprint saves space
• 3,628.8kg UDL weight capacity
• Two-way forklif t entry for easy movement when not loaded
• Sump capacity: 1,363L
• Available with optional drain

PIG® Poly IBC Containment Unit
Specify: With or without drain • Add $15 to price shown for drain

IBC Modular Spill Pallets let you customise tote storage.
• Modular system provides capacity more
economically than individual storage units

• Pallet sections accommodate almost any
size IBC (check total sump capacities)

• Non-slip pallet grates and tank lids lift out
for easy sump access

• Pallets feature 3.175cm flow-through
bulkhead fittings for shared sump capacity

• 100% polyethylene resists corrosion and
most chemicals

• Included tool kit for easy assembly

PAK735

UDL capacity 3,628.8kg

Sump capacity 1,363L

160cm L x 160cm W x 68.6cm H

NOTE: For a chemical compatibility guide or the Technical Article “Storing Flammable Liquids” please call your local distributor.

Store drums outdoors in a secure PIG Roll Top Hardcover to prevent
rust and vandalism.

• Available in two- or four-IBC pallet systems

• Weatherproof storage unit protects drums from rain and snow

• 4-way forklift pockets make moving simple

• Hardcover locks shut (padlock not included) to help prevent theft
and vandalism

Choosing the right IBC pallet system is easy!

• Keep your outdoor drum storage areas neat and organised
• Store drums without having to remove pumps or funnels
• Roll top slides up for easy drum access while you’re working
• 284-litre sump contains leaks, drips and spills

Flow-through connections let system
components share sump capacity to keep floors
dry and help you meet regulations.

Two-IBC pallet (PAK119)
Includes:
2 pallets, 2 expansion tanks
Capacity: 1,060 litres

Four-IBC pallet (PAK121)
Includes:
4 pallets, 1 expansion tank
Capacity: 1,382 litres

Helps meet American regulations for secondary
containment of two IBCs.

Helps meet American regulations for secondary
containment of four IBCs. units.

• Entire unit can be lifted by a forklift with drums in place

PIG® Modular IBC Spill Pallet
Item#

Load Capacity

Sump Capacity

Pallet Size

Tank Size

Contents

PIG® Two-IBC Modular Spill Pallet

PAK119
8,164.7kg

1,060L

159cm L x 159cm W x 22cm H

155cm L x 79cm W x 32cm H

16,329.6kg

1,382L

159cm L x 159cm W x 22cm H

2 - Expansion tanks • 2 - Pallets
1 - Tool kit • 4 - Bulkhead fittings (2/pack)

155cm L x 79cm W x 32cm H

1 - Expansion tanks • 4 - Pallets
1 - Tool kit • 4 - Bulkhead fittings (2/pack)
Patent 5,562,047 and other foreign patents
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PIG® 4-Drum Roll Top Hardcover
Specify: With or without drain

PIG® Four-IBC Modular Spill Pallet

PAK121

Add a PIG Loading Ramp (PAK734) for easy
loading and unloading of drums. See page 61.

Doors on both sides make it quick and
easy to access drums.

Top-quality products for a professional workplace

PAK901

Load capacity 4,082kg

Sump capacity 283.9L

165cm W x 157cm D x 201cm L

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of flammable liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapours, static
discharge and heat sources. For further assistance, please call your local distributor.

Email: india_inquiry@newpig.com • Web: newpig.in
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Low profile makes drum tops
and pumps easy to reach.

PAK529

2-drum
deck

PAK531

4-drum deck

PIG Poly Drum
Rack (DRM463)
is shown on
opposite page.
Pre-drilled ports mean that
your deck is ready to use the
day it arrives.
PAK524

1-drum deck

PAK538

Steel ramp

Create a dispensing station with a
PIG Poly Drum Rack.

Create a customised, professional
drum storage area with PIG Modular Spill Decks.

• Holds a drum in
horizontal position
for easy dispensing

• Connect PIG Modular Spill Decks together to fit your storage area

PAK524

• Front of rack fits a
19-litre pail right
under the faucet

• Pallets feature flow-through bulkhead fittings for shared
sump capacity

1 drum
Sump capacity 41.6L

Load capacity 680kg
66cm W x 66cm L x 15cm H

PAK529

2 drum
Sump capacity 83L

Load capacity 1,360kg
66cm W x 132cm L x 15cm H

• Decks resist UV rays, rust, corrosion and most chemicals

PAK531

4 drum
Sump capacity 166.6L

Load capacity 2,722kg
132cm W x 132cm L x 15cm H

• Sloped design helps
drum contents drain
completely

• Keeps floors cleaner and safer than drums on wooden pallets
PAK524

Removing the predrilled ports lets you connect deck sections,
creating a larger storage or work area and increasing sump capacity.

• Adjustable Steel Loading Ramp (PAK538) holds loads up to 454kg
Mix and match decks for the
sump capacity you need:

PIG® Poly Drum Rack
DRM463

Poly Horizontal Dispensing Drum Rack
60cm W x 82cm L x 56cm H

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to
storage and handling of flammable liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable
vapours, static discharge and heat sources. For further assistance, please call your local distributor.
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• Removable, nonslip grates won’t break under the load
• Lightweight, low-profile Poly Ramp (PAK726) holds loads up
to 272kg

• 340kg weight
capacity holds a fully
loaded drum

PAK524

Our patented bulkhead fittings let liquids from leaking drums flow
from one connected deck to another.
Top-quality products for a professional workplace

PIG® Modular Spill Decks - Poly

1-drum Deck: 42-litre capacity
2-drum Deck: 83-litre capacity
4-drum Deck: 167-litre capacity

Email: india_inquiry@newpig.com • Web: newpig.in

US Patent 5,562,047

PIG Adjustable Steel Loading Ramp
®

PAK538

For 10-15cm high Decks
67cm W x 97cm L

Load capacity 454kg

PIG® Poly Loading Ramp
PAK726

Load capacity 272kg

85cm W x 61cm L x 15cm H

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the
regulations that apply to storage and handling of flammable liquids and the
safety of this application, specifically flammable vapours, static discharge and
heat sources. For further assistance, please call your local distributor.
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GRIPPY RESTROOM MATS
GRP7006

GRP7001

GRP7007

GRP7002

PIG Urinal Mat with Grippy® Backing
Keep floors cleaner and safer.

Two sizes to catch drips and splashes around urinals. Larger mat
(GRP7002) offers extended coverage and easy alignment.

PIG Sink & Dryer Mat with Grippy®
Backing
Effective drip/splash coverage.

Keep ﬂoors dry and safe between and underneath sinks, hand dryers and
towel dispensers. Two sizes to ﬁt your restroom layout.

PIG® Urinal Mat with Grippy® Backing

PIG® Sink & Dryer Mat with Grippy® Backing

GRP7001

45.7cm W x 43.2cm L

6 mats/box

GRP7006

61cm W x 43.2cm L

4 mats/box

GRP7002

48.3cm W x 59.7cm L

6 mats/box

GRP7007

88.9cm W x 61cm L

4 mats/box

Patent Pending

Patent Pending

GRP7005

Durable PIG Oil & Debris Containment
Booms stop waterborne oil spills from spreading.
• Floats to surround and stop oil spills or debris from spreading

Non-absorbent containment
boom has a 30.5cm draft to
help prevent oil and debris from
passing underneath.

• UV-resistant, PVC-coated shell is packed with lightweight foam
• Above-water height of 15cm; submerged depth of 30.5cm
• Quality construction provides 3,402kg actual breaking strength
• Highly visible yellow colour for instant recognition in
emergency situations

30.5cm

• Snap hooks secure and overlap booms

GRP7004

GRP7003

PIG Toilet Mat and Drip Pad with
Grippy® Backing

PIG Urinal Mat Runner with
Grippy® Backing

GRP7003 fits around the base of your toilet for maximum drip/splash
coverage. GRP7005 keeps messy plunger water off your floors.

Quickly roll out and cut to length the perfect size runner for continuous
coverage under a row of urinals (each roll covers up to 10 urinals).

Absorb drips and messes.

PIG® Toilet Mat with Grippy® Backing
PIG® Oil & Debris Containment Boom
BOM301
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46cm W x 30.5m L

GRP7003

45.7cm W x 39.4cm L

6 mats/box

GRP7005

22.9cm W x 22.9cm L

6 pads/bag

PIG® Urinal Mat with Grippy® Backing
GRP7004
Patent Pending

Top-quality products for a professional workplace

Professional restroom environment.

Email: india_inquiry@newpig.com • Web: newpig.in

61cm W x 8m L

1 roll
Patent Pending
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Professional facilities worldwide use PIG products
to control liquids and increase productivity.
Absorbents

Spill Control

Control leaks, drips and overspray.
Starting on page 4.

Clean up spills.
Starting on page 20.

Maintenance

Material Handling

Containment

Keep your plant productive.
Starting on page 48.

Pour without splashing.
Starting on page 52.

Store and secure your liquids.
Starting on page 58.
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